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Abstract
Document  image  understanding  denotes the recognition of
semantically  relevant components  in the layout extracted
from a document  image.  This recognition process is  based
on some  visual models,  whose  manual  specification can be
a highly  demanding  task. In order to automatically  acquire
these  models, we propose the  application  of  machine
learning techniques. In this  paper, problems  raised by
possible dependencies  between  concepts  to be learned are
illustrated  and solved with a computational  strategy based
on the separate-and-parallel-conquer  search. The  approach
is tested on a set of real multi-page  documents  processed  by
the system WISDOM++.  New  results  confirm the  validity
of  the  proposed strategy  and show  some  limits  of the
machine  learning system  used  in this work.
1  Introduction
Recently, many  publishing companies  have started  creating
online bibliographic  databases of  their  journal  articles.
However,  a  large number  of publications are still  available
solely  on paper,  and document image analysis  tools  are
essential  to  support data entry  from printed  journal  and
proceedings (Thoma  1999). A straightforward  application
of  OCR  technology  produces poor results  because of  the
variability  of the layout structure of printed documents.
A more  advanced  solution  would  be  to  develop
intelligent  document  processing tools  that  automatically
transform a large  variety  of  printed  multi-page documents,
especially  periodicals,  into  a web-accessible form such as
XML.  This transformation  requires  a  solution  to  several
digital  image processing problems, such as  the separation
of  textual  from graphical  components  in  a  document  image
(document analysis),  the  recognition  of  the  document
(document  classification),  the  identification  of
semantically  relevant  components of  the  page  layout
(document understanding), the  transformation  of  portions
of  the  document  image into  sequences  of  characters
(OCR),  and  the  transformation  of  the  page  into
HTML/XML  format.  For  a  thorough  survey  on the  field
see (Nagy 2000). A large  amount  of  knowledge  is  required
to  effectively  solve  these  problems. For instance,  the
segmentation  of  the  document image can be  based on the
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layout conventions  (or layout structure)  of specific  classes
of  documents,  while the  separation  of  text  from graphics
requires  knowledge  on  how  text  blocks  can  be
discriminated  from non-text  blocks.  In  many  applications
presented in the literature,  a great effort  is  made  to hand-
code  the  necessary  knowledge  according  to  some
formalism,  such  as  block  grammars (Nagy,  Seth  and
Viswanathan  1992).  In  order  to  solve  the  knowledge
acquisition  problem the  massive application  of  inductive
learning  techniques throughout all  the  steps  of  document
processing  has  been proposed by Esposito,  Malerba and
Lisi (2000b).
In  this  paper, a  learning issue  is  investigated  in  the
specific  context  of  document  image understanding, namely
multiple  predicate  learning  (De Raedt,  Lavrac  and
Dzeroski  1993).  Learning  rules  for  document  image
understanding is  a hard task  since semantically  relevant
layout components  (also  called  logical  components)  refer
to a part  of the document  and may  be related  to each other.
Thus  rules  to  be  learned  for  document  image
understanding  should  reflect  these  dependencies  among
logical  components  to  enable  a  context-sensitive
recognition.  For instance,  in  the case of papers published
in  the  IEEE  Transactions on Pattern  Analysis and Machine
Intelligence, the following  clause:
author(X)  <-- on_top(Y,X),  title(Y)
captures  the  typographical  convention  of  printing  the
authors just  under the title.  The  main  benefits in learning,
if  possible, this  kind  of contextual  rules are:
¯ Leamability  of  correct  concept  definitions  for
dependent concepts.
¯ Rendering explicit  some concept  dependencies  that
would  be otherwise hidden in a set  of flat,  independent
rules.
¯ Greater  comprehensibility  of a correct logical theory
for  dependent  concepts with respect  to  its  equivalent
theory with independent  concepts.
Experimental results  of  a previous  study on multiple
predicate  learning  in  the  context  of  document image
understanding  confirmed  that  by taking  into  account
concept  dependencies  it  is  possible  to  improve  the
predictive  accuracy  of  the  learned  rules  (Malerba,
Semeraro and  Esposito  1997).  In  that  study,  multiple
dependent  concepts could be learned provided that  the user
defines  a graph of  possible  dependencies among  logical
components.
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understanding  problem are  presented.  They are  obtained
by  applying  the  learning  system  ATRE  which  can
autonomously  discover  the  graph of  concept dependencies
(Malerba, Esposito and Lisi  1998). The  paper is  organized
as  follows.  In  Section  2 ATRE  is  briefly  described  as
regards  representation  and algorithmic  issues.  Section 3
illustrates  and discusses the experimentation  on real-world
multi-page  documents. Finally,  in  Section  4  our
conclusions are  drawn.
2  Learning  Multiple  Dependent  Concepts
The learning  problem solved  by ATRE  can be  formulated
as follows:
Given
¯ a set of concepts  C. C 2 .... C, to be learned,
¯ a set  of observations O described in a language  Lo,
¯ a  background knowledge BK  described  in  a  language
LBK,
¯ a language of hypotheses L.,
¯ a generalization  model  F over the space of hypotheses,
¯ a user’s preference criterion  PC,
Find
a (possibly recursive)  logical  theory T for the concepts 
C 2 .....  C,,  such that  T is  complete and consistent  with
respect to O  and satisfies  the preference criterion  PC.
The  learning goal, i.e.  the induction of recursive logical
theories,  makes  ATRE  a  learning  system according to  the
framework  of  inductive  logic  programming  (ILP)
(Muggleton 1992).  The completeness  property  holds  when
the  theory  T explains  all  observations  in  O of  the  r
concepts C~, while the  consistency property holds when  the
theory T explains  no counter-example in  O of any concept
C,.  The satisfaction  of  these  properties  guarantees the
correctness of  the induced  theory with respect  to the given
observations O. Whether  the  theory T is  actually  correct,
that is whether  it  classifies  correctly all  other examples  not
in O, is  an extra-logical matter, since no information  on the
generalization  accuracy can be drawn from the  training
data themselves.  In fact,  the  selection of the "best"  theory
is  always  made on  the  ground  of  an  inductive  bias
embedded  in  some heuristic  function  or  expressed by the
user of the learning system  (preference criterion).
As to  the  representation  languages,  the  basic
component  is  the literal  in the two  distinct  forms:
./(t~  ..... 0 = Value (simple literal)
J~tl ..... 0 ~ Range  (set  literal),
where  f  and g are  function symbols  called descriptors,  t,’s
are terms, and Range  is  a closed interval  of possible values
taken by f.  Some  examples of literals  are  the  following:
color(Xl)=red,  height(X1)E  [1.1 ..  1.2], and ontop(X,  Y)=true.
The  last  example  points out the lack of predicate symbols
in  the  representation  languages  adopted by ATRE.  Thus,
the  f’n’st-order  literals  p(X,Y)  and -,p(X,Y)  will  be
represented as fp(X,Y)=true and fp(X,Y)=false, respectively,
where  fp is  the  function symbol  associated to  the predicate
p.  Therefore,  ATRE  can deal with classical  negation,  -,,
but not with negation by failure,  not (Lloyd 1987), which
is  common  to  most of  ILP systems.  Henceforth,  for  the
sake of simplicity,  we  will  adopt the usual notation p(X,Y)
and --#(X,Y) instead  of  fp(X,Y)=true  and fp(X,Y)=false,
respectively.  Furthermore, it  is  easy to  transform ATRE’s
theories  into  Datalog programs (Ceri,  Gottlob and Tanca
1989) extended  with built-in  predicates.
The  language of  observations Lo allow a more  efficient
and  comprehensible  object-centered  representation  of
observations.  Indeed,  observations  are  represented  by
ground multiple-head  clauses  (Levi  and Sirovieh  1976),
called objects,  which  have a conjunction of simple literals
in  the head.  An  instance  of object  taken from the  blocks-
world is the following:
type(blkl)=lintel  ^ type(blk2)=column 
pos(blkl)=hor,  pos(blk2)=ver,  ontop(blkl, 
which  is  semantically equivalent to the definite  program:
type(blkl)=lintel  <--
pos(blkl)=hor,  pos(blk2)=ver,  ontop(blkl, 
type(blk2)=  column  <---
pos(blkl)=hor,  pos(blk2)=ver,  ontop(blkl, 
Examples are  described  as  pairs  <L, OID>  where L is  a
literal  in  the  head of  the  object  pointed by the  object
identifier  OID. Examples  can be considered as  positive  or
negative,  according  to  the  concept  to  be  learned.  For
instance <type(blkl)=lintel, O~>  is  a positive example  of the
concept type(X)=lintel,  a  negative example  of  the concept
type(X)=column,  and  it  is  neither a positive  nor a negative
example  of the concept  stable(X)=true.
The language of hypotheses L, is  that  of linked,  range-
restricted  definite  clauses (De Raedt 1992) with simple and
set  literals  in the body  and one simple literal  in the head.
An example of  reeursive  theory  expressed  in  L u is  the
following:
even(X)  <-- zero(X)
odd(X)  <-- succ(Y,X),  even(Y)
even(X)  <-- succ(Y,X),  odd(Y)
It  states  conditions for integer numbers  being even or odd,
given the  concepts  of  successor  and zero.  Here X and Y
denote variables  consistently  to  Prolog notation.  ATRE  is
also able to deal with numeric  descriptors.  More  precisely,
given an n-ary  function  symbol, ~X, .....  X,),  taking  on
values  in  a  numerical  domain,  the  system  induces
hypotheses  with set literals3~X~  .....  X,)E  [a..b],  where  [a..b]
is  a  numerical interval  computed according  to  the  same
information  theoretic  criterion  used in  (Malerba et  al.
1997).
The language  of  background  knowledge Lnr  has  the
same  constraints  as the language of hypotheses.
Regardless of  the chosen representation  language, a key
role in the inductive process is  the search through a space
of hypotheses.  A generafization model  F provides  a basis
for organizing  this  search space, since it  establishes when  a
hypothesis either  covers a positive/negative  example  or is
more general/specific  than  another.  The generalization
model adopted in  ATRE  is  a  variant  of  Plotkin’s  relative
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implication (Esposito,  Malerba  and Lisi  2000a).
The high-level  learning  algorithm in  ATRE  belongs  to
the  family  of  sequential  covering  (or  separate-and-
conquer) algorithms (Mitchell  1997) since it  is  based 
the  strategy  of  learning  one clause  at  a  time (conquer
stage),  removing the  covered examples (separate  stage)
and iterating  the  process on the  remaining examples. Many
FOIL-like  algorithms  adopt  this  separate-and-conquer
strategy  (Quinlan  1990). The  most relevant  novelties of the
learning  strategy  implemented in  ATRE  are  embedded  in
the  design of  the conquer stage.  Indeed, the  conquer stage
of our algorithm aims at  generating a clause that  covers a
specific  positive  example, the  seed,  while FOIL  does not.
Thus ATRE  implements a  general-to-specific  seed-driven
search strategy in the space of definite clauses.
Level  0
Level  2 eveu(X)  (-- even(X)  4--
succ(Y.X), succ(Y.X).
succ(Z.Y) succ(Z.Y)
odd(X)  4-.-mcc(Y,X).
zero(y)
Figure  1. Parallel  search  for the  concepts  even  and  odd.
The search space is  actually a  forest  of as  many  search-
trees  (called  specialization  hierarchies)  as  the number  of
chosen seeds,  where at  least  one  seed  per  incomplete
concept definition is kept. Each  search-tree is  rooted with a
unit  clause  and ordered by generalized  implication.  The
forest  can be processed in parallel  by as many  concurrent
tasks  as  the  number  of  search-trees  (parallel-conquer
search).  Each  task  traverses the specialization  hierarchies
top-down (or  general-to-specific),  but  synchronizes
traversal  with the other tasks at each level.  Initially,  some
clauses  at  depth  one  in  the  forest  are  examined
concurrently.  Each task  is  actually  free  to  adopt its  own
search strategy,  and to  decide which clauses  are  worth to
be tested. If  none  of the tested clauses is  consistent, clauses
at  depth  two are  considered.  Search  proceeds  towards
deeper and deeper levels  of the  specialization  hierarchies
until  at  least  one  consistent  clause  is  found.  Task
synchronization  is  performed after  that  all  "relevant"
clauses  at  the  same  depth  have  been  examined.  A
supervisor task decides whether the  search should carry on
or not on the basis of the results  returned by the concurrent
tasks.  When  the search is  stopped, the  supervisor selects
the  "best"  consistent  clause  according  to  the  user’s
preference  criterion  PC. This strategy  has the  advantage
that  simpler  consistent  clauses  are  found  first,
independently of  the concepts to  be learned.  Moreover,  the
synchronization  allows  tasks  to  save much  computational
effort  when  the distribution  of consistent  clauses in  the
levels  of the different  search-trees is  uneven. In Figure 1
the parallel exploration  of the specialization hierarchies for
the  concepts of even and odd numbers  is  shown.
This  separate-and-parallel-conquer  search  strategy
provides us with a solution  to the  problem  of interleaving
the  induction  process  for  distinct  concept definitions.
Further  details  on the  main procedure  of  ATRE  are
reported in (Maierba, Esposito and Lisi 1998).
3 Experimental  results
The approach  to  multiple  predicate  learning  being
proposed has been applied to  the  problem  of  understanding
multi-page printed  documents.
A document  is  characterized  by two different  structures
representing both its  internal  organization and its  content:
The layout  (or  geometrical)  structure  and the  logical
structure.  The  former associates  the  content of a document
with a  hierarchy of layout components,  such as  text  lines,
vertical/horizontal  lines,  graphic/photographic elements,
pages, and so on.  The latter  associates  the  content  of a
document  with a  hierarchy of  logical  components, such as
sender/receiver  of a business letter,  title/authors  of an
article,  and  so  on.  Here,  the  term  document image
understanding denotes the  process  of  mapping  the  layout
structure  of  a  document  into  the  corresponding  logical
structure  under the  assumption  that  documents can be
understood by means  of their  layout structures  alone.  This
mapping  can be represented as a set  of rules.
Experiments have been conducted by interfacing  ATRE
with an  intelligent  document processing  system named
WISDOM++  (http://www.di.uniba.it/~malerba/wisdom++).  A
user/trainer  of  WISDOM++  is  asked to  label  some layout
components  of  a  set  of  training  documents according  to
their  logical  meaning. Those layout  components  with no
clear  logical  meaning are  not  labeled.  Therefore,  each
document generates  as  many training  examples as  the
number of  layout  components.  Classes  of  training
examples  correspond to the  distinct  logical  components  to
be  recognized  in  a  document.  The unlabelled  layout
components  play the  role  of  counterexamples for  all  the
classes to be learned.
In  ATRE  each training  example is  represented  as  an
object,  where  different  constants represent distinct  layout
components within  a page.  All  descriptors  for  the  page
layout of multi-page documents  are listed  in Table 1.
The following  clauses  are  used  as  background
knowledge,  in  order to  automatically associate  information
on page order to layout blocks.
at._page(X)=first  <-- pa~of(Y,X),  page(Y)=first
at..page(X)=intermediate  <--- part__of(Y,X),  page(Y)=intermediate
at_page(X)=last_but__one  <--part._of(Y,X),  page(Y)=last_but_one
at__page(X)=last  <-- part._of(Y,X),  page(Y)=last
Three long papers that  appeared in the  January  1996 issue
of  the  IEEE  Transactions on Pattern  Analysis and Machine
Intelligence  (PAMI)  have been considered.  The papers
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number of  layout  components (about  ten  on average).
Layout components can be associated  with at  most one of
the following eleven logical  labels:  abstract,  affiliation,
author,  biography,  caption,  figure,  index_term,
page_number,  references,  running_head,  title.
Table 1.  Descriptors used by WISDOM++  to  represent the  page
layout of multi-page  documents.
Descriptor Domam
page(page) Nominal  domain:  first,  intermediate,
last_buLone,  last
width(block) Integer domain:  (1.640)
height(block) Integer domain:  (1..875)
x_pos_centre(block) Integer domain:  (I..640)
y_p0s_centre(block) Integer domain:  (1.875)
typa_of(block) Nominal  domain:  text,  her_line,
image,  ver_line,  graphic,  mixed
pad_of(page,block) Boolean domain: true  if  page
contains block
on_top(block  I ,block2) Boolean  domain:  true if  blockl is
above  block2
to_right(block  I ,block2) Boolean  domain:  true if  block2  is
to the right of block  I
alignment(block  l,block2) Nominal  domain: only_le~_col,
only_righLcol, only_middle_col,
both_columns, only_upper_row,
only_lower_row, only_middle_row,
beth  jews
Learning rules  for  document  image understanding raises
issues  concerning  the  induction  of  recursive  theories.
Simple  and  mutual  concept  dependencies  have  to  be
handled, since the logical  components  refer  to a part of the
document rather  than  to  the  whole document and may be
related  to  each other.  For instance,  in  case  of  papers
published in journals,  the following dependent  clauses:
running_head(x)  <.-- top_left (X), text(X), evenpage_number(x)
running_head(X)  <.-- top_right  (X), text(X), odd_page_number(X)
paragraph(Y)  <--- on_top(x,Y),  running_head(x),  text(Y)
express the fact  that  a textual  layout component  at  the  top
left  (right)  hand comer  of  an even (odd) page is  a  running
head,  while a  textual  layout  component  below a  rnnning-
head is  a paragraph of  the  paper. Moreover,  the  recursive
clause
paragraph(Y)  <-- on_top(X,Y),  paragraph(X),  text(Y)
is  useful  to  classify  all  textual  layout  components  below
the  upper-most  paragraph.  Therefore,  document image
understanding seems to be the kind of application  that  may
benefit  of  learning  strategies  for  multiple  predicate
learning.  By running ATRE  on the  training  set  described
above, the following theory is returned:
1. logic_type(x)=  page_number  <--
width(X)¢  [2.. 8], y_pos_centre(X)~  [19.. 
2. logic_type(X)=  figure  <---
type_of(X)=image,  at_page(x)=intermediate
3. logic_type(x)=  figure  <-- type_of(X)=graphic
4. logic_type(X)=  running_head  <---
width(X)¢  [388  ..  544],  y_pos_centre(X)~  [22.. 
5. Iogic_type(X)=caption  <--
alignment(Y,X)=only_middle_.col,  logic_type(Y)=  figure,
height(X)E  [18.. 75],  type_of(X)  = text
6. logic_type(x)=  running_head  <--
height(X)¢  [7 .. 9], y_pos_centre(x)¢  [18  .. 
7. logic_type(X)  = references  <--
height(X)¢  [332  ..  355],  x_.pos_centre(X)E  [153..  435]
8. logic_type(x)=  abstract  <--
aLpage(X)=first,  width(X)E  [487  .. 
9. logic_type(X)=  running_head  <--
height(X)E  [6 .. 9], width(X)¢  [77  398 ],
y_pos_centre(X)¢  [18.. 39]
10.  logic_type(X)  = title <--
aLpage(X)=first,  height(X)~  [18 53]
11.  logic_type(X)  af filiation <- -
at_page(X)=first,  y_pos_centre(x)~  [720  .. 
12.  logic_type(X)  = author  <--
at_pege(X)=first,  y_pos_centre(X)¢  [128.. 
13. Iogic_type(X)=blography  <--
aLpage(X)=last,  height(X)~  [65 234 ]
14. Iogic_type(X)=index  term  <--
height(X)¢  [8 .. 8], y_pos_centre(X)~  [263  .. 
15. Iogic_type(X)=running_head  <--
to_right(X,Y),  logic_type(Y)=  running_head
16.  logic_type(x)=captlon  <-- on_top(Y,X),  Iogic_type(Y)=figure,
type_of(X)=text,  height(Y)E  [74  .. 313],  height(X)~  [9 
17.  Iogic_type(X)=caption  <-- height(X)~  [9 .. 
width(X)E  [263  .. 546],  on_top(Y,X),  height(y)~  [4 
at_page(X)=intermediate
18.  logic_type(X)=caption  <-- height(X)~  [9 .. 
width(x)E  [77.. 214],  y._pos_centre(X)¢  [417.. 
19.  Iogic_type(x)=caption  <--- width(X)~  [501  .. 546],  on_top(y,X),
Iogic_type(Y)=running_head
Clauses are  reported  in  the  order  in  which they  are
learned.  The theory  contains  some concept  dependencies
(see  clauses  5,  16 and  19)  as  well  as  some kind 
recursion  (see  clause  15).  In  particular,  the  unusual
dependence between caption  and running head (clause  19)
is  due  to  the  fact  that  figure  captions  cannot  be
distinguished  from table  headings in  our  training  set.
Furthermore,  some expected  concept  dependencies  were
not discovered  by the  system, such as  that  relating  the
running head to  the page number:
logic_type(X)=  page_number  <--
to_right(x,Y),  logic_type(Y)=  running_head
logic_type(X)=  page_number  <--
to_right(Y,X),  logic_type(y)=  running_head
The  reason  is due  to the semantics  of the descriptor  to_right,
which is,generated  by WISDOM++  only  when two layout
components are  at  a  maximum  distance  of  100 points,
which is  not the  case  of  articles  published on the  PAMI
transactions.  Same  consideration applies  to other possible
concept  dependencies  (e.g.,  title-authors-abstract).
In order to test  the  predictive  accuracy of  the learned
theory,  we considered the fourth  long article  published in
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WISDOM++  segmented the  fourteen  pages  of  the  article
into  169 layout  components, twelve of  which (about  7%)
could  not  be  properly  labeled  by the  learned  theory
(omission  errors).  Only two commission errors  were
observed  due  to  clause  19.  This  is  important  in  the
application  domain  at  hand, since  commission  errors  can
lead to totally  erroneous storing of information. Finally, it
is  noteworthy that  many  omission errors  are  due to  near
misses. For instance,  the running head of  the first  page is
not recognized simply because its  centroid  is  located  at
point 40 along the vertical  axis,  while none of the  ranges
for  y_pos_center determined  by  ATRE  during  training
includes the value 40 (see  clause 4,  6,  and 9).  Significant
recovery of  omission errors  can be obtained  by relaxing
the definition  of matching  between  definite  clauses.
4  Conclusions
This  paper  illustrates  the  problem of  document image
understanding,  which is  just  one of  the  problems met in
document  image processing.  To carry out the  task  at  hand,
it  is  necessary  to establish models,  i.e.  general descriptions
of  each  logical  component  to  be  recognized.  These
descriptions are expressed in a first-order  logic formalism,
such  that  layout  components correspond  to  variables,
properties  are  expressed  by  means of  either  unary
predicates  or  function  symbols, while  spatial  relations
among layout  components  are  represented  by  either
predicates or function symbols  of arity  n>l.
Hand-coding models for  document image understanding
has  been  the  usual  approach  followed  in  many
applications.  Since this  is  a demanding  task,  we explored
the  possibility  of automat/cally  acquiring  them by means
of  machine learning  techniques.  Models can be  induced
from a  set  of  training  documents for  which the  exact
correspondence of  layout  components  to  logical  labels  is
known a priori.  The main issue  in  learning  models for
document image understanding  is  concept  dependence:
mutual relations  often  occur between logical  components
and it  would  be sensible  to  learn  rules  that  express such
relations.  Discovering concept dependencies  is  not easy so
that  in  this  work  we  have presented a  solution  based on a
separate-and-parallel-conquer  search  strategy.  The
proposed  strategy  has  been  implemented  in  ATRE, a
learning  system that  induces logical  theories  used by the
document  processing  system  WISDOM++  when  the
document  image understanding task is  carried  out.
The problem of learning  multiple  dependent concepts is
not  specific  of  the  application  to  document  image
understanding.  It  occurs  every  time  a  domain-specific
knowledge-base used to  solve  the  more general  class  of
scene labeling problems  is  automatically built  from a set  of
training  examples (labelled  scenes).  As future  work 
plan to investigate  the empirical and analytical  effects  of
our computational  strategy  in other labeling problems.
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